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Distinction
WP5 = PDE development (FO-CCZ4 and ADER-GRMHD) and first tests
Lead: Trento, just finished Talk by Michael Dumbser
WP6 = Scaling, „going large“, finally: Big runs and finally: Science.
Lead: Frankfurt, today Talk by Luke Bovard
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Astro-centric PDE Overview
PDE short name

Purpose/
Description

Number of
Unknowns

Single thread,
Time per DOF
(pure DG, p=3)

Dummy

Testing ExaHyPE

1

0.1us

EulerFlow

Classical Hydro
Equations

5

0.9us

GRMHD

Relativistic version of
Euler describing
matter (+magn.
fields)

9

25us

CCZ4

Pure Einstein
Equations (Black
Holes)

58

200us

GRMHDCCZ4

Interacting matter
and space (Neutron
Stars)

67

240us

@LUKE: These numbers here are guessed.
If you want to include the column,
I have to rerun the simulations to get the
actual ones. I personally like the idea to
visualize how „difficult“ the PDEs are in order
to emphasize the importance of finally
Forgetting classical Hydro equtaions

Astro PDEs: Trivial benchmarks
Just an advected sin wave!
GRMHD: Alfen Wave
CCZ4: Gauge Wave

Features of these simple benchmarks:
- smooth (pure DG is ok)
- Works also with low order FV
- exact solution known: Good for convergence tests and
does not need a complex ID code
- Periodic Boundary Conditions would be nice, but exact BC are okay, too.
- Works on any grid (sufficiently fine)
- Allows to explore grid cost once Limiter is turned on
- Allows everybody to get familiar with the given PDE

Astro PDEs: Interesting benchmarks
GRMHD: Single isolated Neutron Star

CCZ4: Single isolated Black Hole

Cowling approximation, supposed to oscillate but
relaxate over a time, i.e. call it „static“

Static puncture solution, no excision

Artistics interpretation (Source: resonance.is)

Artistic rendering (Source: S. Brunier/ESO/ESA)

Common near-term goal: Evolve until T=1000 in ExaHyPE
in oder to prove the capabilities of the code.

Unanswered questions:

Unanswered questions:

- can we tune the Limiter in order to
evolve the atmosphere without
destroying convergence?

- can our low-order Limiter conserve
the puncture or does it diffuse it
away?
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In Trento‘s code:

In Trento‘s code:

- they evolved a similar setup (Torus)
successfully with a lot of cells

- they have a ADER-WENO limiter
- and still a high resolution

In ExaHyPE:

In ExaHyPE:

- We could not run that number of
cells yet.

- We could not run that number of
cells yet.

Minimal static grid setups for Astrophysics
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It is about scaling

Productive speed: 100M/h
(mature codes on <100 cores)

Acceptable speed: 10M/h
(Trentos code)

Unacceptable Speed: <1M/h
(ExaHyPE for us)

WP6 Astro productive runs
CCZ4: Binary Black Holes

GRMHDCCZ4: Binary Neutron Stars

ID are produced online by the same ID code we use
for the single BH („TwoPunctures“).

ID are produced offline and interpolated on the grid.

First measured NS by LIGO: GW170817

First measured BH by LIGO: GW150914

Most of the infrastructure is there:
1) Relevant external Initial Data codes are already coupled to ExaHyPE
2) Efficient 3D, 2D, 1D, 0D output file formats are available
3) Upcoming: On-line analysis (such as Gravitational wave extraction)
Of course, scaling is much more important here.
Production runs are on ~1000 cores.

Where to go from here

Scaling:
ExaHyPE, please work together!

To carry out the scientific program of WP6:
Exploit results from WP5 in our present codes
(Cactus/Carpet/WhiskyTHC, AMRVac/Bhac)
by implementing the PDEs there.
FO-CCZ4:
Already launched

Peshkov-Romenski:
Scheduled Mar 2018
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Thank you for your attention!
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Kind regards from Sven (in parental
leave, therefore the baby was in
charge to make the slides)

